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WELCOME NOTE
Hello and welcome to our happy place on the road. We are delighted to share our RV
with you! The “Happy Trails RV” motorhome has served as the setting for countless
happy memories. Enjoy your vacation in this beautiful rig. Additionally, see the “How
to…” section for information on all the features of this RV and how to operate each of
them. Videos of all the functions are also available on our website
(www.happytrailsrving.com) or YouTube Channel (linked from our website.)
This booklet contains information about the “Happy Trails RV”. You should nd help to
everything you should need in here during your vacation, but if you have a question or
concerns, please reach out to us through RVShare or Outdoorsy communication tools.
We hope you have a lovely time in beautiful Colorado!
Sincerely,
Adam and Beth (Owners: Happy Trails LLC)
720-755-9754

Outdoorsy Rental Support/Roadside Assistanc
If you need assistance with anything during your rental, please contact:
PHONE

(877)-978-7222

SERVICES

Unlimited towing
Battery Jump/Lockout Service
Emergency Fluid Delivery
Flat Tire Assistance
RV Troubleshooting

RVShare Rental Support/Roadside Assistance
If you need assistance with anything during your rental, please contact:
PHONE

(844) 964-6249

SERVICES

Unlimited towing
Battery Jump
Emergency Fluid Delivery
Lockout Service
Flat Tire Assistance
RV Troubleshooting
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
IN CASE OF
EMERGENCY:
In case of emergency call 911
RV House Rules:
We approach all those wanting to rent our motorhome as
friends. We want guests who will care for our RV like it is
theirs.
We also request you bring back the motorhome in the
same condition in which it was received: Clean, fuel tank
full, and black and grey tanks empty. Propane usage is
complimentary. Please no smoking of any kind.
We will make best e orts to ensure all items are functioning.
However given that items can fail, we make no guarantee of
their availability. Especially during busy seasons where there
is limited maintenance time for repair. We will inform you if
something may not be working prior to pick-up/delivery.
Any evidence of smoking in the unit will have a charge of
$500.
You are welcome to bring your pet along on your trip if you
wish. Excessive pet hair left in the unit will have an
additional charge of $100 for extra cleaning.
If the motorhome is not returned in the same condition in
which it left, there will be a charge of $300.
Please return with a full fuel tank. If it is not full there will
be a charge of $200.
Please dump and ush the black and grey tanks prior to
return. If tanks are not emptied/cleaned there will be a
$250 charge.

Other than that please have fun and drive safely!
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Drop O Instructions
RETURN
PROCEDURE
We hope you enjoyed your RV vacation!
Be aware of your contract DROP OFF time on your
rental agreement. Please let us know the expected drop
o time 1 day BEFORE the end of your rental.
Please message through Outdoorsy or RVShare or text
the owners (303-589-6176) when you are about 10-15
minutes from the drop-o destination, so we can meet
you there.

Before you arrive, we kindly ask that you:
Remove all perishable and personal items
Take out the trash and sweep and clean oors and
surfaces the RV to the condition in which it was given
Wash all provided dishes and kitchenwares with soap
and warm water and replace in cabinets
Make sure Grey and Black tanks are empty/ ushed
(Fresh water tank does NOT need to be emptied)
Please ll the gas tank FULL with Regular Grade Fuel
The closest gas station to drop-o is 7-11/Phillips 66 at
4922 Willow St, Denver CO 80238 (Gas tank: Driver’s side)
Please be prepared for at least ~30 minutes for RV
walk-around and drop-o paperwork
We also would appreciate that you leave a review at either
Outdoorsy or RVShare to let us know about your stay. We
love to hear from guests and read EVERY review! Also
please share any photos on Instagram and tag
@happytrailsfun so we can see your photos in our rig :)
We would love to have you back in our motorhome rental
again!
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HOW TO…
Before Driving O :
Make sure everything is secure! If it can move/slide/fall it
will!
Check tire pressure on the TireMinder monitor. Cold
Pressures - Front Tires: 75 PSI and Rear Tires: 80 PSI
Make sure rear stabilizers are completely retracted (See
“RV Screen” below) - There is an annoying alarm if you try
to drive with these not completely retracted.
Make sure all cabinets are closed and both “Slides” are
completely in (See “RV Screen” below)
Close and LOCK the house door. (The RED lock in
“DOWN” position disables the door handle from inside)
Make sure all EXTERIOR storage is LOCKED and
bathroom door is shut.
Make sure twin bed above driver/passenger seats is
completely lifted and secured with the cotter pins.
Make sure all passengers are seated in a belted seat
when RV is in motion.
Adjust side mirrors before leaving!

Driving:
Don’t EXCEED 70 MPH while driving
Be aware of all over head heights less than 12 FEET
Be aware how far the back end overhangs the wheels.
This caused the the rear of the RV to SWING OUT to the
opposite side when turning!
When you put a turn signal on, the stereo screen will
display your blind spot on that side. Putting the RV in
reverse will turn on a rear camera
ALWAYS have a spotter when backing up!
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When traveling up/down a mountain grade take it slow
and PRESS the “Tow Mode” button to use the
transmission to keep your speed slow. Do NOT ride the
brakes going downhill like in an automobile.
Don’t use your mobile phone while driving. You can use
CarPlay or Android Auto on the stereo for hands free calling.
Don’t drive on gravel, grass or forest roads except for
o cial campgrounds.
Be aware of all cars around you while driving. Brake early
when needed.
When stopping for gas, please try to use large stations
like truck stops (Ex: Flying J, Pilot, LOVEs, etc)
Make sure all passengers are seated in a belted seat
when RV is in motion.

Electric Circuit Explanation:
The RV has two power circuits:
1) 12 V (House Batteries)
2) 110 V (Shore Power or Generator)
Devices that work from 12 V:
1) Lights
2) Radio
3) Water pump (from Fresh Water Tank)
4) Slides and Drop Bunk Bed
5) Ceiling Fans
6) Control Screen or Mobile Tablet Controls
7) Furnace Fan (propane heat source
8) USB ports and 12 V/Cigarette lighter ports
Devices that work from 110 V:
1) Air conditioning
2) Microwave
3) All household 110 Outlets
4) TVs and outdoor soundbar
5) Fridge (will also work on Propane)
6) Instant Water Heater (will also work on Propane)
7) Induction Cooktop
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Electricity Sources:
12 V comes from the two House Batteries below the
entrance step
House battery level can be seen on the control center on the
lower left wall next to entry stairs. This is also the Solar
Panel monitor. Battery Voltage can be checked on the Main
RV Control Screen next to the fridge or using the provided
Fire Tablet OneControl App.
Don’t let the House Battery’s dip below 10 V as they
could be permanently damaged.
The House Batteries will charge with: The roof mounted
solar panel, when the RV engine is running, when connected
to Shore Power, or when Generator is running.
Using the AC and the Microwave together may cause the
circuit breaker to trip. This is located below the cabinet to
the left of the kitchen sink if tripped.

Setting Up at Campsite:
Make sure there is plenty of space for your to back into
your reserved campsite. ALWAYS use a spotter when
backing up
Make sure you have room on the drivers side of the RV
as the two slides extend out that side
Use the yellow leveling blocks and leveling bubble on the
dash to level the RV. The RV MUST be level for the
Fridge to work properly
Once level, lower the stabilizing jacks via the RV Control
Screen or Tablet App provided
Connect to RV utilities (See next section: City Water,
Electricity, Sewer, Cable TV - if provided)
Lay down outdoor door mat (stored in outside storage)
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Connecting RV to Campsite:
When arriving at your campsite you will have 4 points of
connection depending on your facility:
1) Electricity (30 AMP Plug)
The Black Power cable is stored in the front left outside
storage. There is a surge protector connected to the 30
AMP cable plug (Please use this to protect the RV from
power surges.)
Plug cable into outside left RV connection at a slight angle
then rotate to vertical (screw the connector to secure cable
to RV,) then plug surge protector and male end of cable into
campground power. Make sure Campground breaker is on.
You can verify 110 V is on in the RV because the Microwave
and Induction Cooktop will power on.
2) Water (White fresh potable water hose)
Connect white hose to the RV City Water connection with
brass water pressure regulator connected to the RV.
Connect the other end to the Campground water outlet.
Con rm brass water pressure regulator is connected to City
Water hose or you can damage the RV plumbing!
Open Camp water valve slowly and con rm no leaks.
Once you hook up to City Water you can TURN OFF the
water pump from the RV Control Screen or Tablet App in the
“Monitor Panel” Tile.
3) Sewer (Grey and Black Tanks)
The toilet and bathroom sink drain into the BLACK TANK.
Do NOT put anything other than human waste and RV toilet
paper into the toilet!
The Shower and kitchen sink drain into the GREY TANK.
This should be soapy water runo and liquid food waste. Do
not put food solids/scraps in the kitchen sink (there is NOT
a garbage disposal!)
The Sewer “Stinky Slinky” drain tube is stored in the left rear
sewage storage/hookup area.
Connect the Sewer Drain Tube by removing the end cap and
lower compartment cover, then rotating the black elbow
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joint facing down through the opening in the bottom of this
compartment. Secure end of tube by twisting and extend
and place the far end of the tube in the Campground Sewer
Drain.
Use the Drain Tube pipe support under the tube (see photo
below.)
4) Cable TV (if provided at Campground)
There is a cable coax cable provided in the storage cabinet
to the left of the main door inside the RV.
Connect this cable to the exterior Cable TV hookup and to
the Campground supplied Coax feed.
Once all of this is hooked up it should look like the photo
below:

RV Control Screen/Switches/Buttons/Handheld Tablet:
All of the controls for the RV should work from the wall
mounted Screen or the provided Tablet using the
OneControl App.
There are also several switches and buttons through the RV
that allow you to do some of the duplicate functions from
the screen/tablet.
Familiarize yourself with all the switches and buttons around
the RV.
happytrailsrving.com
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Slides:
Before starting to move the slides MAKE SURE the RV is
level, rear stabilizers are set, and nothing will come in
contact with the slides.
Make sure DRIVERS Seat is forward and not leaning on
the main slide, all kitchen cabinets are CLOSED, and NO
ONE is sitting in the dinette, then proceed with using the
Wall Screen or Tablet App to move the front main slide out
(Slide 1.)
For the Rear Master Bed Slide make sure nothing is on
the sides of the bed, then proceed with using the Wall
Screen or Tablet App to move the rear bedroom slide out
(Slide 2.) Then carefully lower the folding bed and you are
ready to camp!

Propane HVAC/Air Conditioner/Electric Heater:
Controlled with the Wall Screen or mobile tablet app, there
is a thermostat controlled heater (propane heat but
circulating fan runs on 12 V battery power) and air
conditioner (require shore power or generator power).
NOTE: If you are camping in extremely hot conditions the air
conditioner will cool the unit but will not be able to reach
some low desired temperatures. Closing sun facing window
shades and front privacy screen/curtains will also help block
radiant heat.
We also supply a 110 V electric tower heater that works
great on a chilly morning when you don’t need to run the full
HVAC heater. This heater plugs into any household 110 V
outlet and requires either full shore power or generator to
operate.
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Other Convertible Beds:
There are 3 more sleeping areas in the front of the RV.
The sofa “jack-knifes” open to a full size bed.
The dinette table can be lowered for another full size bed.
The twin bed above the cab can be lowered AFTER
REMOVING SECURITY PINS and reclining the front
coach seats back (like in the photo) by using the RV Wall
Screen or Tablet App. There is a ladder to hook to the side
of this bed on the Queen Master bed in the rear.

Awning:
Please use CAUTION whenever using the awning. This is
EXPENSIVE if you break it :)
The awning can be opened/closed from the Wall Screen/
Tablet App or with the Buttons to the left of the entry steps.
The awning should only be used when you are present
OUTSIDE on the patio. Do NOT leave it unattended. It
does have a wind sensor and should retract when windy,
but a severe gust can also BREAK the awning fast.

Using Hot Water:
The water heater will work with electricity (shore power) and
propane automatically. The Hot water control panel is
located in the bathroom on the wall. If you are not using
hot water, it may default back to o . Do NOT adjust water
temperature above 108 degrees, as it is set for adequate hot
water for sink and shower usage.

Filling/Using the Fresh Water Tank:
When taking delivery the fresh water tank will be lled with
tap water. This can be used to wash hands when on the
road and ush toilet. We also supply a Brita Water Tank if
you do not buy bottled water for your trip.
This tank MUST have the water pump turned ON for
water pressure from the Fresh Tank. If you try to use a
sink and no water is owing make sure the water pump is
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turned on (Use the Wall Screen or Tablet App: “Monitor
Panel.”) Water pump is NOT needed when hooked up to
campground City Water (this bypasses the Fresh Water
Tank and provides pressure to all plumbing.)
If you need to ll the Fresh Water Tank there is a black ll
cap in the left rear of the vehicle to place the end of a hose
to ll the tank.
Fresh Water Level, Grey Tank and Black Tank levels can
be monitored from the Wall Screen or Tablet App >
“Monitor Panel” icon.

Toilet:
Only human waste and RV toilet paper (and the
deodorizer packets) should be put down the toilet.
It is always best to keep a small amount of water in the toilet
bowl (blocks odors.) You can FILL the toilet by just
partially depressing the foot pedal.
Best practice: Before you poop, make sure there is plenty
of water in the toilet. When ready to ush, depress foot
pedal completely and let fresh water continue to ow for
at least 2-3 seconds to ensure adequate and complete
drainage.
The toilet and bathroom sink ll the BLACK TANK. Keep the
Black Tank Empty Valve CLOSED ALL THE TIME, even if
hooked up to Sewer at a campground. You should only
drain the BLACK TANK when near full or at the end of
your vacation. Any time you drain the BLACK TANK
please drop a NEW toilet deodorizer packet in the toilet
and ush.

Dumping the Sewer/Black Tank and Grey Tank:
Keep the BLACK TANK drain valve CLOSED all the time!
If you are hooked up to Sewer at a Campground, you can
keep your Grey Tank Valve OPEN, but you will want to
collect a fare amount of Grey Tank water in the GREY TANK
before you plan to empty the BLACK TANK (this will help to
ush the Stinky Slinky Hose after emptying the BLACK
water.)
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When your Black Tank is getting full or you are dumping at
the end of your vacation, make sure the Sewer Tube is
properly secured to the Black elbow sewer outlet as
described above.
FIRST empty the BLACK TANK COMPLETELY by pulling
the Black Valve handle and watching for ow.
When the Black Tank is completely drained, hook up the
curly green hose to the Black Tank ush just inside the
sewer compartment. Connect hose to water connection at
dump station (or Campground location if water supplied)
and turn on tap water to ush the Black Tank for 3-5
minutes. When only clear water is coming through the
Sewer Tube, turn o tap water, disconnect hose and store in
Sewer Storage and close Black Tank Valve.
LAST STEP is to drain the Grey Tank. Open the Grey Tank
Valve in the Sewer Compartment to drain the tank and ush
the Sewer Drain Hose with soapy grey water. When empty,
close Grey Valve and make sure Black Valve is also closed.
Disconnect and return Sewer Slinky Hose to Sewer
compartment. Keep Green curly Black Tank ush hose
connected to the tank ush connection and store and lock
compartment with Green House Key.

TVs:
All 3 TV can work with Over-the-Air broadcast TV or Cable
Hookup at your Campsite. Depending on the TV source, you
will need to make sure the TV is on the appropriate input
setting and you will NEED to do a CHANNEL SCAN. You
can also hook up your computer or other HDMI device to
the HDMI cable in the upper cabinet just left of the entry
door and stream to the TV above the dinette.
If using the Over-the-Air signal for TV channels there is a
powered antenna on the roof. To turn on the power to the
antennae (for a stronger signal) there is a small button on
the cable coax output in the right cabinet above the couch.
You can also swivel the roof antenna with the white ceiling
handle just above the entry stairs.
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Soundbar (Music):
The exterior TV is equipped with a Soundbar that can be
used for watching TV or as a Bluetooth Speaker. You will
need to pair your device to use the Bluetooth function.
You can also play music through the dash stereo to the
interior speakers as this is powered by the main House
Batteries.

Using the 2-Way Fridge (Works on Propane or Shore
Electricity):
The fridge works on Propane or Shore electricity. The small
button on the top of the fridge should always be on the
“AUTO” setting, so it will be able to switch from propane to
electricity as needed. Keep the fridge door closed as much
as possible to keep food cold.

Using Generator:
As mentioned above, the Generator can be used to provide
110 V power to the RV and to recharge the House Batteries
if camping without any hookups. Be sure to be aware of the
amount of hours allowed daily with your rental.
To start the Generator, it is easiest to use the “Generator
Switch” on the front dash.
Just hold to the ON position and listen for the Generator to
start. Turn OFF with the same switch when you no longer
need generator power.
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Stove, Microwave/Oven:
1) Stove:
The stove has an Electric Induction Burner AND a Propane
Burner. The Non-Stick Pots and Pans supplied in the RV will
work with either cooktop.
The Induction burner will ONLY work when plugged into
Shore Power or using the Generator.
2) Oven:
The Microwave will also work as a convection oven. The unit
will only work when plugged into Shore Power or using the
Generator.

Optional Outdoor Flattop Griddle:
The Blackstone Flat-top Griddle is stored outside in the
storage below the Outdoor TV (to the left of the main door.)
There are metal utensils in that same storage that
should ONLY be used with this Griddle. DO NOT use on
the non-stick indoor cookware PLEASE! (We have rainbow
silicone utensils for the indoor cookware)
To use this propane griddle, connect the hose to the griddle
and the exterior propane hookup just to the left of the RV
main door. The valves NEED to be CLOSED for the
Quick-Connect to engage.
Open the valve at the propane hookup and on the end of
the hose connected to the griddle.
Use the Blackstone knobs to light the burners and desired
temperature.
The cast iron griddle is seasoned and ready to cook!
To clean the griddle: scrape o solid foods and heat up on
HIGH for several minutes, then use the griddle tongs with a
folded up paper towel soaked in water to clean the griddle.
Repeat as necessary. Do not use soap on the Blackstone
Griddle.
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On-board Propane Tank:
The onboard propane tank does NOT need to be lled when
you return but if it is low you can get the tank lled at many
Campgrounds or Trucking Gas Stations like Flying J or Pilot.
You can check the propane level from the Control Screen or
Tablet App > “Monitor Panel.” Keep in mind: The fridge,
furnace, stove burner, and hot water heater will all use
propane but should last your entire trip.

Door Locks:
The main door should be locked from the inside while
driving. The interior RED latch in the DOWN position will
LOCK the handle.
There are two keys for the locks on the main door
(labeled Tri-Mark). The larger key locks the deadbolt and
the smaller just locks the handle/RED latch. Both should be
locked when the unit is left unattended to protect your
belongings.
The Ford Key is for the ignition to drive the RV. Do NOT
leave the key in the ignition when parked.
The key with the Green House is for all the exterior
storage.
The small silver key is for the Outdoor Shower in the left
rear.

Tire Pressure Monitor System (TireMinder):
Our RV is equipped with an aftermarket tire pressure and
temperature monitoring system for your safety! Tire pressure
is extremely important in large and heavy vehicles. The
system monitors pressure/temp with special caps on each
of the 6 tire valves. DO NOT lose the sensor caps if lling
any air in the tires PLEASE!
The front tires should maintain a cold pressure of 75 PSI
and the real “dual” tires 80 PSI each.
The TireMinder system will alert you of the tire and
location if the pressure exceeds 20% or a tire
temperature is too hot. If either of these alerts activate
happytrailsrving.com
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please pull over and let the tires cool and decrease
pressure. When camping you can TURN OFF the TireMinder
by holding the on/o button on the top of the screen.
There is a commercial steel tire pressure PSI wand/
gauge located in the cabinet above the fridge. DO NOT
lose the sensor caps when lling any air in the tires
PLEASE!

Toolkit, Vehicle Registration, and all Manuals:
In the upper cabinet above the fridge is a toolkit with all the
essentials you may need for quick xes. Also there is a
black Thor bag that includes vehicle registration and all
manuals for equipment in the RV. Additionally, there is a
commercial steel tire pressure PSI wand/gauge to use if
needing to top-o any tire pressure while on your trip.

Optional Propane Fire-pit, Camp Kitchen, Tent and Chairs:
If you opted for the Propane re pit add-on, this can be
hooked up to the RV house propane tank for instant
smokeless re. Propane is complimentary but if you use all
of it please consider lling it up for our next guest. This re
pit is great when there is a camp re ban due to re danger
(propane res are typically allowed!)
The optional Camp Kitchen can be deployed at your
campsite for a place to put the Blackstone Griddle and your
other outdoor kitchen supplies.
There are two adult size camp chairs and a loveseat camp
chair, and two foldable hammocks also optionally included
with the RV rental!
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